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SERVICE OF THE TASTING GLASSES 

 
Reinforcement of procedures for the use of tasting glasses 

during the Millésime Bio 2022 fair 
 

In order to make the use of glasses as safe as possible against COVID risks, two separate 
circuits for the renewal of glasses have been created: one for visitors and one for exhibitors. 
 
You are a visitor:   
We invite you to pick up a tasting glass and a glass holder when you arrive at the north or 
south entrances of the fair. During the fair, you can exchange your current glass for a clean 
glass at the "visitor glass exchange points". There are several of these in each hall. You 
can take it directly from a glass rack, which guarantees that no one else has handled it.  
Do not take the glasses from the exhibitors' stands, they are for the exclusive use of the 
exhibitors. 
 
You are an exhibitor: 
This year each exhibitor will have 6 glasses on their stand for their own use. The glass 
cleaning service will visit your stand regularly to change these glasses as soon as you wish. 
Each visitor is provided with a glass and a glass holder. Do not give him one of your 6 
glasses. 
 
You want to know how the glasses are washed: 
The CLV company is a service provider for the washing of glasses at the fair. For this 
purpose, it uses machines with bonnets and a conveyor belt.  
Before the fair, all glasses are cleaned twice.  
During the fair, the glasses are cleaned : 
 

• either in a conveyor belt with a pre-wash cycle at 65°, then a wash cycle at 65° with 
"Desty" detergent, then a rinse cycle at 75°C, then dried on a fan. 

• or in hooded machines with a 65°C wash with "Desty" detergent and a 85°C drying. 
 

The technical and safety data sheets for the product "Desty" can be downloaded from these 
links (in French):  
https://www.gama29.fr/wpFichiers/1/1/Produit/Technique/FT137993.PDF 
https://www.gama29.fr/wpFichiers/1/1/Produit/Securite/FS137993.PDF 
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